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 Why do you need a master or a PhD? 



 

 Self-satisfaction 

 New trend/Dr added to your name 

 To be scholar/  

 Professional development 

 My Brain-15 

 Not sure ?????? 





 More waking  

 Less sleeping 

 More reading 

 Less talking 

 More thinking 

 Less dreaming 

 More sitting 

 Less walking 

 More writing 

 Less watching/listening 

    haa... is that bad ke? 







 Set a detailed study plan with your supervisor 

 Refer to it regularly-stay on target and 
focused 

 Don’t get side tracked 

 Find a rhythm between work and free time 

 



 Organize searches, list relevant databases 

 File literature, full references 

 Make & keep notes 

 Set goals - & KEEP THEM! 

 Timetable; three year, one year, monthly 

 Progress often slower than expected 

 Don’t underestimate the time it takes 

 







 You need to be a genius. 

 You have to do something no-one has ever 
done before. 

 The PhD is going to be your life’s work/ 
masterpiece. 

 It will be the best thing you ever do. 

 



 Read... Reflect... Read... Reflect... Read... 
Reflect... (n) write. 

 How to write? 

 Choose a scope 

 Focus to one or two aspects 

 Which one nearest to your heart? 

 Are you willing to live and die with it? (for a 
moment though...)  

 



 Background of the topic that you have choose 

 Problem statement 

 Objectives 

 Research questions/hypothesis 

 Rationale 

 Limitation 

 Definition of important terminology  



 Dominant theory/concept that has influenced 
you to pursue with the topic 

 Variables that you going to use in the study 

 Any special methodology that has attracted 
your attention 

 Studies that related to your 
topic/methodology/variables 

 



 State clearly your methodology in the first 
paragraph of this chapter 

 How are you going to choose your 
sample/participant of your study 

 What instrument are you going to use 

 The process related to the development or 
selection of instrument/instruments 



 What are the protocols of gathering your 
data. 

 Who are your going to “use” in data collection 
procedure and how are going to deal with 
he/she/them 

 How big/intensive is your data collection 
going to be? 

 How are going to manage/control the process 
so that you get what you really want? 



 What are the tools are your going to use to 
analyze your data? 

 Who is going to help you in the process (if 
any). 

 What is the programme you are going to use 
to analyze your raw data? 

 How are going to use the data to answer your 
research questions/hypothesis 



 Viable – able to be handle by you and you 
alone/with your supervisor 

 Nor too small/not too big? Worthy to get it 
done 

 Sustainable – not according to recent popular 
topic of discussion, academic issue not politic  

 Originality 



 Filled a gap in the literature? 

 Solved a problem? 

 Challenged accepted ideas? 

 Synthesized existing idea?  

 Validated a theory? 



 Provided a new perspective on existing ideas? 

 Produced new methodologies? 

 Produced a new tool or system 

 Suggested further research areas? 



 Make them as professional friend! 

 Use as a sounding board.. to voice out your 
ideas 

 Hold regular meetings – VERY important! 

 Keep a record of meetings and actions 

 Don’t be nuisance or make excessive 
demands!  

 





 Long term, professional relationship 

 Manage and understand expectations 

 Keep date-line (keep informed, 
appointments) 

 keep up to date on progress & knowledge, 
listen, discuss, share ideas 

 Guidance (process/ content), help with 
literature regularly & constructive criticism, 
advice at each stage 

 





 Get to know other research students 

 Meet with other regularly 

 Share work, set goals, keep each other on 
track 

 Join discussion list etc 

 Attend conferences, build your own network 

 






